Presently, the surface electronic structure around the Fermi level of different semiconductor surfaces attracts a lot of attention. Many studies focus on phase transitions on twoand one-dimensional systems and the possible occurrence of a metal to semiconductor transition. When the temperature is lowered a Peierls or a charge density wave transition may take place resulting in a gap opening. Another interesting type of metal/semiconductor transition is related to the presence of a small amount of additional adatoms. We have recently reported that the Ag/Ge͑111͒ system shows a metal to semiconductor transition when Ag atoms are added to the Ag/Ge͑111͒ ͱ39ϫͱ39 surface to form the 6ϫ6 phase. 1 The Ag/Si͑111͒ system, which has been subject to extensive studies, shows a ͱ21ϫͱ21 and a 6ϫ6 reconstruction. The basic character of the reconstructions formed by Ag on the Si͑111͒ and Ge͑111͒ surfaces is very similar although different periodicities are observed for the intermediate phases. The observation of the metal to semiconductor transition on Ag/ Ge͑111͒, has motivated us to perform a detailed study of the surface electronic structure near the Fermi level (E F ) for the three different periodicities of the Ag/Si͑111͒ system. Information about the surface electronic structure is especially important when the surface conductance is studied. This topic has been discussed quite a lot in the literature in connection to the Ag/Si͑111͒ surfaces since a strong variation is observed when the reconstruction changes.
The Ag/Si͑111͒ ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface, which is formed by annealing a Si͑111͒ surface covered by 1 monolayer ͑ML͒ of Ag adatoms, seems to be well described by the honeycombchain-trimer ͑HCT͒ model. 2 The ͱ21ϫͱ21 and the 6ϫ6 phases are formed by adding Ag to the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface below room temperature. 3, 4 The electronic structures of the Aginduced ͱ21ϫͱ21 and 6ϫ6 phases have not been reported so far. All the available photoemission data on the surface electronic structure of the ͱ21ϫͱ21 phase come from the closely related Au-and Cu-induced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surfaces. It has been reported that the ͱ3ϫͱ3 phase of Ag/Si͑111͒
shows one metallic band, 5, 6 while two metallic bands have been reported for the Au-and Cu-induced ͱ21ϫͱ21
surfaces. 4, [6] [7] [8] The presence of the metallic band of the ͱ3 ϫͱ3 surface can be explained in terms of an adatom induced partial occupation of a surface state band that should be unoccupied for an ideal ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface. 2, 5 There are two natural sites for the Ag adatoms, i.e., Ag trimer or Si trimer sites. Adsorption of Ag on Ag trimer sites is, however, supported by theoretical calculations, 9 which find these sites to be more favorable, energetically, than the Si trimer sites. These calculations were performed for 1/3 ML of Ag which means that all Ag trimers were occupied and that the surface still had a ͱ3ϫͱ3 periodicity. Two metallic surface bands were found which both cross the Fermi level. It was concluded that the upper band is an adatom-induced band, while the lower band is derived from the underlying ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface. The anomalously high conductance value observed for the ͱ21ϫͱ21 was explained in terms of these two metallic bands, 4,6 -10 which were believed to exist also on the Aginduced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface. The concept of two metallic surface bands on the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface is, however, not consistent with our photoemission data as is shown below.
In this paper we present data from the Ag-induced ͱ21 ϫͱ21 and 6ϫ6 surfaces obtained by angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy ͑ARPES͒. Valence band spectra from the Au-induced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface are also shown in order to facilitate a comparison with the Ag-induced one. The presence of the extra Ag/Au atoms results in a metallic surface with two surface state bands near the Fermi level. However, only one surface band on the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface is metallic.
Both the data obtained from the Ag-induced and the Auinduced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surfaces give the same picture. Further, addition of Ag onto the ͱ21ϫͱ21-Ag surface leads to an interesting transition from a metallic surface to a semiconducting 6ϫ6 phase. The photoemission study was performed at beam line 33 at the Max-I synchrotron radiation facility in Lund, Sweden. The angle-resolved valence band spectra presented here were obtained with a total energy resolution of ϳ50 meV and an angular resolution of Ϯ2°. The Si͑111͒ samples cut from a single crystal wafer ͑Sb doped, 3 ⍀ cm) were preoxidized by an etching method and cleaned in-situ by stepwise direct current heating up to 930°C. This procedure resulted in a clean and well-ordered surface, as evidenced by the strong surface state emission and a sharp 7ϫ7 low-energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ pattern. Ag and Au were evaporated onto the Si sample from tungsten filament sources calibrated by a quartz crystal monitor. Evaporation of 1 ML of Ag followed by annealing at 520°C for 2 min, resulted in a sharp ͱ3 ϫͱ3 LEED pattern ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. A ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface ͓Fig.
1͑b͔͒, which is visible by LEED at temperatures slightly below room temperature, was obtained by evaporating ϳ0.15 ML of Ag onto the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface. The 6ϫ6 surface ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒ was formed either by adding ϳ0.22 ML of Ag onto the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface, or by adding ϳ0.07 ML onto the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface, below 100 K. The Au-induced ͱ21 ϫͱ21 surface ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒, which is visible by LEED at room temperature, was obtained by evaporating ϳ0.15 ML of Au onto the Ag/Si͑111͒ ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface.
A set of angle-resolved photoemission spectra from the ͱ21ϫͱ21-Ag surface along the ⌫ -M -⌫ line of the ͱ3 ϫͱ3 SBZ is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . Both the ͱ21ϫͱ21 and the 6ϫ6 reconstructions can be regarded as superstructures on a ͱ3ϫͱ3 substrate. [11] [12] [13] In similarity with the earlier studies we therefore use the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface Brillouin zone ͑SBZ͒ to describe the azimuthal directions for all reconstructions. Six surface states S 1 -S 6 were detected in the valence band spectra. All are present in Fig. 2͑a͒ , except for S 3 , which appears for smaller emission angles. Two surface states, S 1 and S 4 , are important for the discussion of the metallicity of the surface. S 4 , which has a dispersion minimum at Ϫ0.19 eV at e ϭϪ38°, crosses E F at e ϭϪ34°and e ϭϪ44°resulting in a clear metallic character of the surface. The S 1 surface state is located at Ϫ0.92 eV at e ϭϪ32°a nd it disperses steeply upwards to a maximum energy of Ϫ0.36 eV at e ϭϪ39°. Instead of crossing the Fermi level, S 1 seems to turn downwards again beyond e ϭϪ40°, as expected from a fully occupied surface state band. Thus, in contrast to the two metallic surface state bands reported for the Au-and Cu-induced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surfaces, 4,6-8 our photoemission data only show one metallic surface band (S 4 ). To be able to compare with the surface that initially led to the interpretation of two metallic bands, we also show our Auinduced ͱ21ϫͱ21 spectra in Fig. 2͑b͒ ϫͱ21 surface one can clearly follow the S 1 band to its dispersion maximum at -39°and it is well separated from S 4 . The relative intensity of the S 1 and S 4 states changes dramatically around that emission angle. The S 4 state becomes strong while the S 1 intensity quickly vanishes at higher emission angles. A very similar behavior is observed for the Auinduced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface in Fig. 2͑b͒ . This rapid change in the intensities seems to be the reason why the S 1 state was believed to cross the Fermi level in the earlier studies. If just the strong peak is followed as one band it will give that impression. However, this leads to a clear discontinuity in ͑a͒ Ag/Si͑111͒ ͱ3ϫͱ3 at 100 K with ϳ1.0 ML of Ag; ͑b͒ ͱ21 ϫͱ21 surface at 100 K with ϳ0.15 ML of Ag added to the ͱ3 ϫͱ3 surface; ͑c͒ 6ϫ6 surface at 70 K with ϳ0.22 ML of Ag added to the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface; ͑d͒ Au-induced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface at 100 K with ϳ0.15 ML of Au added to the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface.
FIG. 2. ARPES spectra recorded from the Ag/Si͑111͒ surfaces with a photon energy of 21.2 eV. The emission angles correspond to
k ʈ points near the ⌫ point of the second ͱ3ϫͱ3 SBZ, along the ⌫ -M -⌫ line ͑see inset͒. ͑a͒ ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface at 100 K; ͑b͒ Auinduced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface at 100 K; ͑c͒ 6ϫ6 surface at 70 K.
the dispersion of the S 1 * surface state at a k ʈ value of about 1.2 Å Ϫ1 ͑see Fig. 7 of Ref. 6͒. We can trace the jump in the dispersion curve to the quite different energy of S 1 at Ϫ38°compared to S 4 at Ϫ40°in Fig. 2͑b͒ . To conclude this part, we find that only one band (S 4 ) is metallic, while the S 1 band behaves as a fully occupied surface band. Figure 2͑c͒ shows a set of angle-resolved photoemission spectra obtained at 70 K from the 6ϫ6 surface along the ⌫ -M -⌫ line of the ͱ3ϫͱ3 SBZ. Four surface states were detected (S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 5 ). In contrast to the metallic character of the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface, the 6ϫ6 surface shows a semiconducting behavior, as evidenced by a clear gap of 0.2 eV with respect to E F at e ϭϪ41.5°. In comparison to the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surfaces, we find that S 1 becomes significantly stronger and it shows a clear downwards dispersion above e ϭϪ41.5°, while the metallic band S 4 is missing. It is found that S 1 is located at -0.2 eV at e ϭϪ41.5°and it disperses downwards to Ϫ1.05 eV at e ϭϪ32°. As can be seen from the spectra the addition of Ag atoms has a dramatic effect on the S 1 and S 4 bands. That is, S 1 becomes strong, while we find that S 4 vanishes for the 6ϫ6 surface, resulting in the observed band gap. These results are consistent with our earlier observations on the ͱ39ϫͱ39 and 6ϫ6 surfaces of Ag/Ge͑111͒. 1 Figure 3 shows a summary of the band structures of the three Ag-induced surfaces along the ⌫ -M -⌫ and ⌫ -K -M lines. From these six panels, one can follow the changes observed for the different surface state bands. Since the ͱ21ϫͱ21 and 6ϫ6 surfaces can be envisioned as adatominduced superstructures on the ͱ3ϫͱ3 substrate, it is important to discuss the electronic structure on this basic surface.
Earlier studies of the Ag/Si͑111͒ ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface, 5, 6 have reported three surface states S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 , where S 1 is a metallic band. In the ideal HCT model of the 1 ML Ag/ Si͑111͒ ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface, there is an even number of valence electrons per unit cell. Thus the surface should have an inherently semiconducting character. One interesting observation from low temperature STM studies is that a highly mobile two-dimensional gas of extra Ag adatoms exists on the Ag/Si͑111͒ ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface.
14 This could explain the origin of surface state S 1 . The presence of these extra Ag adatoms, with their loosely bound s electrons, leads to a partial filling of the unoccupied surface state S 1 of the ideal ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface. Regarding our experimental results from the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface, we want to point out that after the initial formation of the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface there was always a significant intensity from the partially occupied, dispersing surface state (S 1 ) with a minimum energy of about 0.2 eV below the Fermi level. After the initial preparation the samples were carefully annealed up to 600°C for several minutes in order to remove any surplus of Ag atoms. The result was that the S 1 peak shifted upwards to the Fermi level and it became almost extinct, which indicates that the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface is intrinsically semiconducting. In a theoretical calculation of the ͱ3 ϫͱ3 surface, 15 Aizawa et al. reported that a new inequivalent triangle ͑IET͒ model is energetically more favorable than the HCT model. The IET model predicts an asymmetry within the ͱ3ϫͱ3 unit cell, which has also been observed by STM at 6 and 62 K. 14 As a consequence of the symmetry breaking, the S 2 and S 3 surface states, which are degenerate at the K point along the ⌫ -K -M line, were predicted to split. We have performed low temperature ARPES studies down to 70 K to investigate this effect. However, we did not find any splitting at the K point along the ⌫ -K -M line, and actually the 70 K valence band spectra are essentially the same as the 100 K and the room temperature spectra.
As shown by Fig. 3 , there are clear similarities between the surface band structures of the ͱ3ϫͱ3, ͱ21ϫͱ21, and 6ϫ6 surfaces. Figure 3͑a͒ shows S 1 in an extreme energy position since the surface was annealed to remove any surplus of Ag adatoms. From our photoemission studies we find that the band minimum of S 1 shifts continuously downwards when more and more Ag is deposited on the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface. It is therefore natural to suggest that S 1 of all surfaces have the same origins, since extra Ag does not destroy the ͱ3ϫͱ3 framework and the local atomic structure might still remain, according to previous STM studies. [11] [12] [13] As can be seen from Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒, there is, however, a significant difference in energy of the S 1 minimum. Compared to the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface the S 1 minimum has been pulled down by 0.86 eV, resulting in a completely occupied surface state band on the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface. The same phenomenon occurs on the Au-induced ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface, i.e., the S 1 minimum is pulled down below the Fermi level as a small amount of Au is deposited on the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface ͓Fig. 3͑d͔͒. This seems to indicate that the surface states of the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface split into two groups due to a partial occupation of the Ag trimer sites. Therefore the S 4 , S 5 (S 5 Ј) and S 6 (S 6 Ј) states may have the same origin as the initial S 1 , S 2 (S 2 Ј), and S 3 (S 3 Ј) surface states of the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface.
Interestingly, on the 6ϫ6 surface, the S 5 Ј and S 6 Ј surface state bands seem to be completely removed, and only the S 2 Ј and S 3 Ј surface states are left ͓Fig. 3͑f͔͒. This is not too surprising, since further addition of Ag should continue to change the empty Ag trimer sites into sites occupied by Ag adatoms, resulting in a more or less complete conversion of the S 4 , S 5 (S 5 Ј), and S 6 (S 6 Ј) states into the S 1 , S 2 (S 2 Ј), and S 3 (S 3 Ј) surface states ͓Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑f͔͒. Once the surface state S 4 has been removed, then all surface states are below the Fermi level and the new semiconducting 6ϫ6 surface is completed.
In conclusion, the surface electronic structures of four surfaces (ͱ3ϫͱ3, Au-and Ag-induced ͱ21ϫͱ21 and 6ϫ6) have been investigated by ARPES. Two fully occupied surface state bands are found on the annealed ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface, which shows an intrinsic semiconducting character. Six surface state bands are found on the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface. The surface electronic structures of the two ͱ21ϫͱ21 surfaces show clear similarities. We find, however, that only one surface band on the ͱ21ϫͱ21 surface is metallic in contrast to the two metallic bands discussed in earlier reports. The 6 ϫ6 surface has four surface state bands without any band crossing the Fermi level. The result is a semiconducting character of the 6ϫ6 phase, with a gap of about 0.2 eV with respect to E F . Thus, by depositing small amounts of Ag atoms on the ͱ3ϫͱ3 surface, the surface electronic structure shows an interesting change from a semiconducting to a metallic and back to a semiconducting state.
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